
 

FieldHaven and ARF to the rescue 

With the Butte Fire emergency situation there was a huge need of space for evacuated animals at our 
shelter, which was already full of cats awaiting adoption prior to the fire. FieldHaven Feline Center 
from Lincoln, CA, contacted the Humane Society and asked how they could help. Joy Smith, President 
of FieldHaven, and Scout Valentine (shown here with 
Cindi Garringer) came to our shelter and selected 10 
domestic cats who had been there prior to the fire.  
While in the shelter, FieldHaven volunteers noticed 
five feral kittens whose chances of adoption were slim 
based in the huge influx of cats. Field Haven has a new 
barn cat program called Rodent Rangers and after 
checking with their intake coordinator, they agreed to 
also take the five kittens (since their arrival at Field 
Haven four of the five have reportedly been 
domesticated by their dedicated volunteers and will be 
available for adoption to homes vs barns, yeah!) To top 
it off, FieldHaven gave the Calaveras Humane Society a 
$500 donation to help with our program.  We and 
Calaveras Animal Services are so thankful that 
FieldHaven came to our rescue on Sept 18th!  Also, 
after the fire Tony LaRussa’s Animal Rescue Foundation 
(ARF) from Walnut Creek took 17 more domestic 
residents who had been at the shelter prior to fire. 
Thank you to both of these GREAT friends of Calaveras 
for helping out as the number of evacuated cats and 
unclaimed cats from the fire far exceeded the 
capabilities of our county shelter.  

  

 

This is Fieldhaven 

A cat’s views 

This is a view of the 
property--since they are 
FIV+ they don't have quite 
the run of it but you can 
see it's quite beautiful 

 

This is Joy with some we recognize 

A display of recently adopted 
cat photos--seems as though 
10-15 a month get adopted 

 

 


